1990-1997 articles in TCI Magazine, by month/year in ascending order

**JUNE 1990**

Tree Care in the 21st Century – Sneak preview of a new book from renowned tree authority Alex Shigo

Management Exchange
Sound Strategies Five principles you can use in your firm.

Success in Commercial Arboriculture
By Walter Money

Washington in Review
Focus on Trees

Professionalism – What it is, how to acquire it, how to keep it.

Labor and Law Update
Role Reversal – Employers welcome strikes as Unions seem to avoid them
By Steven R. Semier

**JULY 1990**

Outlook
Tree Care Safety

Safety First – An interview with a leading industry safety expert.
By Peter Gerstenberger

Washington in Review
Laws vs. Regulations – Does the difference make a difference?
Robert Felix

Aggressive Prevention of Accidents
By Peter Gerstenberger

Hello, I’m from OSHA
What to do when a compliance officer knocks on your door.

OSHA’s Unlucky Seven
By Peter Gerstenberger and Tom Clancy

Management Exchange
Workers Comp – Steps you can take to reduce insurance costs
By Kay Johnson

Labor & Law Update
The X-factor – Why companies are vulnerable to Union organizing attempts.
By Steven Semler
From the Field
A Tree Grew in Brooklyn
By Peter Felix

AUGUST 1990
Tree Fertilization – Why and when it is appropriate
By Elton Smith

Methods & Materials
What types of fertilizer to use and how to use them.
By Brian Barnard

Management Exchange
Marketing – How to Persuade people to become your customers.
By Kay Johnson

Soil pH and Nutrient Availability
By Peter Gerstenberger

Washington in Review
New Proposals
Feds busy with a variety of measures
By Robert Felix

How Do You Sell Fertilization?
By Tom Clancy

Salt in Fertilizer
By Patrick Kesey

Labor and Law Update
Risky Business – Non-union employers face increasing risks over terminations
By Steven Semler

Fertilizer Debate
An Old Practice still stirs controversy
By H. Dennis P. Ryan III

From the Field
Safety Conscious – Or Unconscious
By Tom Shotzbarger

SEPTEMBER 1990
What’s Hot in Tree Care Equipment?
By Peter Gerstenberger and Tom Clancy

Washington in Review
Collision Course?
Bush, Congress at odds on civil rights bill

Hot Small Tools
By Don Blair

Management Exchange
Trade Shows – Buyers and sellers benefit from exhibiting
By Kay Johnson

Back to the Farm – Tracing the origins of modern equipment
By Tom Clancy

Properly Equipped – How to determine what you need and how to pay for it.
By H. Dennis P. Ryan III

Leasing vs. Buying – Which option is better for your company?
By Tom Clancy

Labor and Law Update
The Disabilities Act – What the new statute means for employers
By Steven Semler

From the Field
Puss ‘n’ Spruce – An Arborist rescues a scared kitten
By Roger A. Lane

OCTOBER 1990
Seasonal Opportunities – How to keep busy all year long.
By Peter Gerstenberger and H. Dennis P. Ryan III

The “M” Factor – How it can mean profits for you
By Robert Felix

Management Exchange
The Art of Interviewing
By Jim Perrone and Larry Ambrose

Washington in Review
NAA Scores Victory
OSHA makes changes in electrical safety standard
Lightning Strikes – But protection systems are saving trees
By Robert Cripe

Labor and Law Update
Sexual Harassment
By Steven Simler

Twelve Months of Profits
By Dick Proudfoot

**From the Field**  
**Fertilizing Blues**  
By Peter Felix

**November 1990**  
**Arborist and Computers**  
By Peter Gerstenberger and Brian Barnard

**Computers in IPM**  
Peter Gerstenberger

**Washington in Review**  
**Endangered Species**  
EPA proposes new program to protect endangered wildlife

Watch the Pennies and See the Dollars

**Management Exchange**  
**Performance Plans**  
By Jim Perrone and Larry Ambrose

**Labor and Law Update**  
**New Developments**  
By Steven Semler

**Keeping Records – Accurate records can save you time and money**  
By Kenneth Morefield

**From the Field**  
**Big Trees and Small Lots**  
By Jeff Sullivan

**DECEMBER 1990**  
**Education is the Key** – Where to turn for professional training in Arboriculture

**Colleges Offering Arboriculture Courses**  
**Management Exchange**  
**The Review Process** – How to conduct a good performance review  
By Jim Perrone and Larry Ambrose

**Washington in Review**  
**Budget Wrap-up**

**Supplier Directory**

**Using Rope Safely**
By H. Dennis P. Ryan III

**Labor and Law Update**  
**Hours and Wages** – Federal statute establishes what you must pay your workers  
By Steven Semler

**From the Field**  
**Brush with Death** – Bee Stings Pose Dangerous Threat  
By Sharon Lilly

**January 1991**  
**Biological Control** – A promising strategy for controlling insect pests  
By Michael J. Raupp and Roy G. Van Driesche

**IPM Strategies**  
By Peter Gerstenberger

**Management Exchange**  
**Ongoing Coaching** – an effective method for improving performance  
By Jim Perrone and Larry Ambrose

**Washington in Review**  
**Pesticide Rules** – EPA proposing revisions for applicator certification

**The Nine Deadly Sins** – Avoiding them will save trees  
By Dick Proudfoot

**February 1991**  
**Utility Contracts** – Which type is best for you?  
By Richard E. Abbott

**Washington in Review**  
**Post OSHA Form 200**

**Management Exchange**  
**Public Contracts** – Be aware of laws that apply to municipal jobs  
By Thomas Clancy
ROW Maintenance
By Brian Barnard

Labor and Law Update
Citations & Defenses – An employer’s checklist for defending against OSHA citations
By Steven Semler

Line Clearance – One company’s efforts for public acceptance

From the Field
That Christmas Itch
By Joseph J. Camilliere III

March 1991
Grindstones, Cats, and Other Things – A successful businessman shares a bit of his philosophy
By Donald F. Blair

Labor and Law Update
New Developments
By Steven Semler

Washington in Review
OSHA Fines Increase

Quality Service – Success and long-term growth of a business depend on it.
By Peter Gerstenberger

Tax Time Nearing

Management Exchange
Marketing Made Simple
By Peter Gerstenberger

From the Field
Dreaming of a Lift – but left knocking at the door
By Thomas Clancy

April 1991
Recycle – It’s good for the environment and your pocketbook
By Peter Gerstenberger and Brian Barnard

Management Exchange
Pricing Strategies – My buck and a half’s worth
By Donald F. Blair

Meet NAA’s President
F. David Dickson Takes the Helm

Washington in Review
New Grants Available – do you qualify for funds to plant trees?

Law and Labor Update
Fines Implemented – OSHA sets criteria for determining penalties
By Steven Semler

From the Field
Trials and Tribulations
By Joseph W. Imes

May 1991
Tree City, USA – Cincinnati serves as a model for other communities
By Steve Sandfort and Wayne Brinkman

Management Exchange
The Cycles of Life
By Donald F. Blair

Washington in Review
Minimum Wage Raised

Community Trees – They’re the focus of task force in New Hampshire
By Mary K. Reynolds

Labor and Law Update
OSHA Coverage
By Steven Semler

Working in the City
By Skipper Hammond

From the Field
A Boom of a Test
By Thomas M. Morgan

June 1991
Think Safety
By Peter Gerstenberger

Washington in Review
Pesticide Regulations – should local communities be allowed to enact their own?

Management Exchange
Trees Are Growing – Are you?
By Donald F. Blair
Taking Care of Your Back
By Brian Barnard

Product Liability – Is the manufacturer always to blame for an accident?
By Dan Brandon

Labor and Law Update
You Be the Judge
By Steven Semler

Thank You!
A complete list of the past year’s advertisers

From the Field
‘Someday’ May Be Today
By Jeff Sullivan

July 1991
Rigging for Removal
By Donald F. Blair

Washington in Review
Vertical Standard Rule – Publication expected in December

Management Exchange
Timeless Advice

Trees & the Law
Landowner Liability
The Locking Snap Controversy – Manufacturers forced to stop making non-locking rope snaps
By Peter Gerstenberger

The Latest in Personal Protective Equipment
By TCI Staff

August 1991
Hazard Tree Evaluation
Excerpts from the F.A. Bartlett Tree Expert Co. publication by Dr. Bruce R. Faaedrich and Dr. E. Thomas Smiley

Washington in Review
Pesticides & Communities – Supreme Court rules in favor of local ordinances
FIFRA Amendment Proposed

Management Exchange
Pruning & Public Education
By Gene Pouly
Trees & The Law
Trees & Boundaries

People Pressures – And How They Affect Trees
By Steven Jakobi

September 1991
Preventive Maintenance – It’s the key to keeping equipment operating efficiently
By TCI Staff

James R. Clark Joins Consulting Firm

Management Exchange
It’s About Time
By Dave de Sousa

Washington in Review
Physical Exams – disabilities law affects hiring practices

Labor and Law Update
New Rules From OSHA
By Steven Semler

October 1991
Pricing Work – Profit-and-loss statement can make the difference
By TCI Staff

Management Exchange
The Big Four – Safety, production, quality and cost control
By Dave de Sousa

Washington in Review
Victims’ Rights – Bill reintroduced after undergoing changes
D.O.T. Exemptions in Disasters

Bank Mergers – What do they mean for small businesses?
By Thomas Clancy

The Silver Lining – Sometimes a recession can be a positive experience
By Susan B. Haupt

Trees & The Law
Utilities and Trees

Bob’s Aftermath
Hurricane Bob
From the Field
Jamboree!
By Peter Gerstenberger

**November 1991**
Systemic Tree Treatment
By Michael Simmons and Peter Gerstenberger

**Professional Pruning**
By Dr. H. Dennis Ryan III

**Urban Forestry Update**
**Programs Spur Interest** – this decade may be a new environmental era
By Reinee Hildebrandt

From the Field
**Students in the Field** – Paul Smith’s students install lightning protection system

**November 1991**
Systemic Tree Treatment
By Michael Simmons and Peter Gerstenberger

**Professional Pruning**
By Dr. H. Dennis Ryan III

**Washington in Review**
**OSHA & Electrical Safety**
By Brian Barnard

**Management Exchange**
**Marketing** – Preparing a Plan is the First Step
By Duane Pancoast

**Urban Forestry Update**
**Programs Spur Interest** – This decade may be a new environmental era
By Reinee Hildebrandt

From the Field
**Students in the Field** – Paul Smith’s students install lightning protection system
By Robert Cripe

**December 1991**
The History of Arboriculture – A look at the early days
A collection of writing by Lem Strout

**Washington in Review**
**Vehicle Safety Rule**
Management Exchange
Get Involved – It’s a sure way to mind one’s own business
By Tom Gunning

Labor & Law Update
Prosecutions Increase – OSHA cracks down on violators
By Steven R. Semler

From the Field
Another Chance
By Robert Long

January 1992
ISA Unveils Certification Program – Goal is to set levels of competency
My Mark Herriott

Why Certify?
By Bill Kruidenier

Arborist Training:
Customized Programs
By Richard Abbott and Kenneth Miller

NAA Offers the Basics

ADI Offers New Programs

Commitment to Safety

Learning to Climb
By Susan Carroll

Management Exchange
Developing Sales Plans
By Howard L. Eckel

Washington in Review
FHWA (Federal Highway Administration) Issues New Policy

Commentary:
The Health Care Crisis
By Barry Rosenberg

From the Field
My First Take Down
By Michael Chenail

February 1992
IPM Comes of Age – Three firms help define Practical Integrated Pest Management
By TCI Staff

Management Exchange
Eco-Marketing
By Peter Gerstenberger

Natural Controls
By Brian Barnard, TCI Staff

Preventive Programs
By Brad M Pavur

Washington in Review
Ruling Prompts Bills – Amendments would affect decision on pesticide application

What is ANSI?
By Donald F. Blair

From the Field
IPM in the Real World

March 1992
A New Guide – Plant Evaluation booklet, appraisal manual combined
By Erik Haupt

Facing the Challenges of Appraisals
Variances Can Lead to Disagreements
By Kenneth D. Meyer

‘Normal’ Can Mean ‘Out0of-th Ordinary’
By C. Way Hoyt

Management Exchange
Picture This – An Arborist finds a camera is a valuable piece of equipment
By Fred Morgan

What are Trees Worth?
Evaluations, insurance and the IRS
By Frederick R. Micha

Washington in Review
Label Changes Likely – EPA cracks down on exaggerated claims

NAA Campaigns for Tree Maintenance
Robert Felix and Vice President Dan Quayle

From the Field
Get It In Writing
By D.J. Snyder

April 1992
Trees on the Move – South Florida Ordinances spawn a Major Industry
By Peter Gerstenberger

Washington in Review
Do You Need a CDL?
By Brian Barnard

Management Exchange
Tools & Business – Part 1
By Donald Blair

Instant Trees! – Constructing a mature landscape for Ameriflora ‘92

Commentary:
Insure Affordably
By Barry Rosenberg

Compacted Soil – The silent killer
By Dick Proudfoot

From the Field
First-Hand Experience
By Jim Brunner

May 1992
Gypsy Moth Update – Be prepared for another breakout year
By Peter Gerstenberger

Washington in Review
Ruling Opposed – States may regain power to decide on pesticide use
By Brian Barnard

Management Exchange
Tools & Business – Part II
By Donald Blair

Revealing Examinations – Root crown exams uncover disease, hazards
By John C. Britton

Staffing Your Business – Interviewing, hiring and retaining employees
By Howard Eckel

From the Field
Of Rocks In High Places
By Jeff Sullivan

**June 1992**

No Dumping – Firms turn to recycling as landfills close, disposal costs rise.

**Disposal Regulations**
By Brian Barnard

**Recycling & Economics**
By Peter Gerstenberger

**Management Exchange**
**Using Report Cards**
By Donald Blair

**Washington in Review**
**Vehicle Rule Delayed**

**Mulching Tips**
By Peter Gerstenberger

**July 1992**

What Lies Ahead - Commercial Tree Care
By Peter Gerstenberger

**Washington in Review**
**Training Rule Issued** – DOT expands requirements for handling hazardous materials

Conifer Topping – It may be common, but is it right?
By John Hushagan

**Management Exchange**
**Focus on People**
By Done Shope

**Utility Helps Trees**

**From the Field**
A City Challenge
By Steven Pregler

**August 1992**

Corporate Safety – A commitment to accident prevention
By Jim Allard

**Management Exchange**
**Focus On Safety** – Management is key in providing safe work environment
By David DeSousa
Washington in Review
Regulations Primer – Do you meet OSHA, DOT and other requirements?
By Brian Barnard

Back Injuries – A company explores another angle in prevention
By Bob Reeder

From the Field
Heroism or Negligence?
By Jim Brunner

September 1992
Dielectric Testing
By Peter Gerstenberger

Washington in Review
States Regain Control – Localities losing battle to enact pesticide regulations
By Brian Barnard

Management Exchange
Happiness and Safety
By Dave deSousa

Innovations
New Products Friendly to Arborists and Trees

October 1992
Plant Health Care – Scouts & scouting are keys to a successful program
By Peter Gerstenberger

Washington in Review
EPA Drafts Summary – Concerns on pesticide regulation highlighted
By Brian Barnard

Management Exchange
Improving Profits
By Howard Eckel

Plant Health Products

Battling Deer Ticks – Arborists find a new niche in fight against Lyme disease

From the Field
Critter Encounters
By David Adamson
November 1992
What Saw Should I Buy?
By Peter Gerstenberger

Think Smart, Think Safety
By Soren Eriksson

Management Exchange
Lessons from My Son – What a 2 year old has taught me about managing a business
By Donald F. Blair

Washington in Review
Z133 to be Revised
By Brian Barnard

Introducing: Ecochip
Innovative chipper/grinder is economical and politically correct
By Dennis Beam III

Aerial R.O.W. Trimming

Saving Your Back

From the Field
Bees, Bees and more Bees
By Pete Harrison

December 1992
Thoughts on Pruning
By Donald Blair

Washington in Review
The 103rd Congress – Several key issues expected to resurface
By Brian Barnard

Management Exchange
The Low-Priced Spread – A dip in prices can be a part of your business strategy
By George P. Tyler

From the Field
Stranger Than Fiction
By John M. Haller

January 1993
Vertical Mulching
By Peter Gerstenberger

Spotlight on Sprayers
Washington in Review
OSHA Reform Expected
By Brian Barnard

Management Exchange
Buying Health Insurance
By Barry Rosenberg

From the Field
Let’s Build Trust
By Paul Wolfe

February 1993
Lawn Care – More arborists are adding this valuable service to their businesses

Washington in Review
The Clean Air Act – Emissions from small engines under close watch
By Brian Barnard

Management Exchange
The Difficulty of Planning
By Laddie F. Hutar

Tailored for Tree Care

Arbor Day: Make it Your Major Holiday
By Duane Pancoast

The Truth About Research
By Michael L. Simmons

From the Field
A Day in the Park
By Woody Dukes

March 1993
Aerial Lifts - You can buy New …
… Or you can Buy Used

Biosticides – Arborists turn to nature in fight against landscape pests

Washington in Review
Federal Funds Available – Construction projects in your area could lead to contracts
By Brian Barnard

Management Exchange
Communication & Profits
Traffic Control – Reducing the risks of working near traffic

Benefits of Small Chips

From the Field
Safety & Comfort
By Steven F. Pregler

April 1993
All About Rope
By Donald Blair

Washington in Review
Motor Vehicle Rule on Hold

Management Exchange
What Could Have Been
By Laddie F. Hutar

Branching Out – Arborists look to landscaping as a sideline
By Shaw James Hazen

From the Field
A Day with an E.M.T.
By Christopher D.X. Swartz

May 1993
Wetland Mitigation – The business of caring for the environment
By Kathleen Obenschain

Management Exchange
Safety Is a Profit Center
By Bill R. Boguski

Are You a Computer Tyro?
By Susan B. Haupt

Washington in Review
OSHA Reform Introduced
By Brian Barnard

Chain Saw Safety
By Peter Gerstenberger

From the Field
Where is My Hardhat?
By Joseph J. Camilliere III

June 1993
Custom Trucks – The Right Body on the Right Chassis

Washington in Review
EPA May Be in Cabinet
By Brian Barnard

Management Exchange
Aim To Please – Keep customers satisfied and they will be your ad agency.
By Matthew C. Anacker

Patton, The Arborist? – the general would have made on Helluva treeman
By Donald Blair

From the Field
Finger Printing
By James Boyd

July 1993
Stump Grinders: Tips on selection, maintenance and safety.
By Peter Gerstenberger

Washington in Review
Pesticides on Record – Rule requires documentation of applications
By Brian Barnard

Using The Right Teeth – Sometimes heavy-duty teeth do the job better.
By Sal Leonardi

Management Exchange
Pleasing the Boss
By Tom Mugridge

AR Avoidance
By Donald Blair

Clearing the Line – Asplundh brush control helps utilities meet demand for power.

From the Field
Time vs. Safety
By Scott Prophett

August 1993
Out of the Landfill – One company’s waste wood recycling efforts.

Management Exchange
Troubled Employees – You may want to help, but watch out for costly mistakes
By Phillip M. Perry

Washington in Review
New Look For Data Sheets
By Brian Barnard

Wood To Gold – Firewood can be a lucrative profit center
By Shaw James Hazen

From the Field
Stranger to the Rescue
By Ken Schnaubelt

September 1993
On Tree Saddles
By Donald Blair

Climbing System Use & Care

Plan to Plan
By Brian Barnard

Washington in Review
President Signs Budget
By Brian Barnard

From the Field
Sawdust and Manhattan
By Dave Lewis

October 1993
Lightning Protection Systems: Striking Profits
By Robert Cripe

Washington in Review
States Enact Pesticide Laws
By Brian Barnard

Management Exchange
Terminal Mistakes
By Phillip M. Perry

Making Rain – Installing and maintaining landscape irrigation systems can be lucrative
By Peter Gerstenberger

November 1993
Arboriculture & Wildlife – Prescriptions for backyard bio-diversity
By Fred Clark

Washington in Review
Watch Your Language – Non-English speaking employees present a special challenge
By Brian Barnard

Management Exchange
Trade Shows Pay Off – If you avoid these common mistakes
By Phillip M. Perry

Don’t Risk Shocks – a guide to keeping you and your bucket truck safe.
By Craig Keoun

Saws Become Friendly
By Peter Gerstenberger

National Arborist Day – Volunteers provide an invaluable service to the country and the environment
By Peter Gerstenberger

December 1993
Back Support Belts – Issues and concerns linger
By Donald Blair

Management Exchange
Incentives and Employees
By Laddie F. Hutar

Washington in Review
The Health Care Debate
By Brian Barnard

Test Your Knowledge – Personal Protective Equipment

Soldiers of the Trees
By Donald Blair

January 1994
Trees and Construction – Arborists find challenges, opportunities in tree preservation
By Daniel Scott Cullen

Washington in Review
Safety and Compliance
By Brian Barnard

Management Exchange
Sound Personnel Policies
By Richard G. Ensman Jr.
Test Your Knowledge – Construction management

NAA Annual Meeting
Hawaii Event Looks at Change

From the Field
Trucks and Sensitive Areas – How to avoid damaging a client’s property
By Brian W. McMahon

February 1994
Landscape Lighting
By Shaw James Hazen

Management Exchange
Brainstorming – This technique can be key to innovative ideas
By Richard G. Ensman Jr.

Washington in Review
OSHA Faces Reform
By Brian Barnard

Quality Driven – A visit to the J.P. Carlton Stump Grinder facility
By Peter Gerstenberger

All In the Spirit of Arbor Day
Donated trees help create an instant Arboretum
Replanting Kotzebue Forest, above the Arctic Circle
By Matt Tyrala

Test Your Knowledge – Tree Spades

From the Field
A Dark and Stormy Night
By Peter J. Haupt

March 1994
Weed Control – That’s friendly to trees
By Peter Gerstenberger

Washington in Review
Do You Meet DOT Requirements?
By Brian Barnard

Management Exchange
What Makes a Good Leader?
By Richard G. Ensman Jr.
Test Your Knowledge – Weed Control in Trees

National Arborist Day – Arborists donate a gift to the American people and to the environment

Pruning and PR
By Burton Smeltzer

April 1994
The ABC’s of Cabling & Bracing
By Peter Gerstenberger

Washington in Review
GCSAA Explores Health Projects
By Brian Barnard

Management Exchange
Why Join an Association?
By Richard G. Ensman Jr.

OSHA Publishes a New Standard
By Brian Barnard

Boom Years Put Firm on Course
By Ray Stanton

Tree maintenance on Golf Courses
By Peter Gerstenberger

Test Your Knowledge – Cabling and Bracing

From the Field
Never Say Never
By Mark F. Kline

May 1994
Case Studies: Tree Appraisal
By Doug Hunt

Washington in Review
Project Air Quality
By Brian Barnard

Management Exchange
How Well Do You Manage Time?
By Richard G. Ensman Jr.

Products that Empower
By Peter Gerstenberger
Workers Comp and Sub-contractors

Test Your Knowledge – Tree evaluation

**June 1994**
Arborist Blocks
By Donald Blair

Washington in Review
OSHA Flexe$ It’s Muscle
By Brian Barnard

Recycling With Tub Grinders
By Peter Gerstenberger and David Brown

All About: Hoists, Cranes and Lifts

Test Your Knowledge – Lifts, Hoists, Cranes and Chippers

**July 1994**
Do I Climb? – A practical guide to tree hazard evaluation in the field.

Management Exchange
Are You a Self-Starter?
By Richard G. Ensman Jr.

On Tree Fertilization
By Roger C. Funk

Micronutrients – They may solve yet another suburban tree problem

Washington in Review
NAA Responds to OSHA
By Brian Barnard

**August 1994**
Arborist Slings – They’re indispensable but are often unused.
By Donald Blair

Washington in Review
OSHA Updates Protection Rule
By Brian Barnard

Management Exchange
Data Disaster: Planning for a Computer Emergency
By Richard G. Ensman Jr.
Workers Compensation – What is the significance of the experience rating?

September 1994
Lowering Devices
By Donald Blair

Greener and Cleaner – Chain saw manufacturers produce more environmentally sensible saws
By Peter Gerstenberger and Brian Barnard

Washington in Review
Ergonomics Rule Expected
By Brian Barnard

Management Exchange
The 29-cent Auto Allowance – Understanding what your car costs per mile can help you be successful
By Susan B. Haupt

Chain Saws: Safe Felling Techniques
By Peter Gerstenberger and Brian Barnard

NAA Initiates Tree Care Specialist Program

Test Your Knowledge – Lowering Devices

From the Field
The Yoga of Tree Work
By Peter Torres

October 1994
Consulting Services
By Scott Cullen

Washington in Review
ADA Covers More Workers
By Brian Barnard

Management Exchange
Your New Truck & Profit – a tale of Nimble Tree, Inertial Tree and two trucks
By Susan B. Haupt

Test Your Knowledge – Tree Felling Safety

From the Field
A Tree Man’s Nightmare
By M.H. Floyd Jr.

November 1994
Making the Right Connections
By Donald Blair

The Information Super Highway: Basics of the Internet
By Richard G. Ensman Jr.

Management Exchange
Cash Flow & a New Truck – A re-visit to Nimble Tree, Inertia Tree and their new trucks.
By Susan B. Haupt

Washington in Review
Alcohol Testing to Take Effect – Employers must implement program for employees with CDL
By Brian Barnard

Industry Innovations
Custom Truck Gives Right Lift
Managing Your Finances – Following these procedures can help you stay on track to profitability
By Howard L. Eckel

Test Your Knowledge – Connecting Links

Perseverance Pays Off
By Peter Moritz

December 1994
Maximize Profits – With your aerial lift or chip truck
By Peter Gerstenberger

Management Exchange
Pay Back & Your New Truck
By Susan B. Haupt

Washington in Review
OSHA Keeps up Pace
By Brian Barnard

Creating a Company Identity
By Duane Pancoast

PHC Directory

Industry Innovations
A New Hook for Tree Removals
By Norm Hall

Insurance: Reporting Claims Promptly Save Money
From the Field
The Loving Customer – Here’s one customer who knows how to show his emotions
By Clifford Templeman

January 1995
Thinking Outside the Dots: Plant Health Care In the 90’s
By James B. Ingram

Washington in Review
Change is in the Wind – GOP proposals may affect small businesses
By Brian Barnard

Research may Save Elm Trees

Management Exchange
Choosing a Bank and Banker
By Joseph Arkin

Industry Innovations
Pressure Washing Trees & Bushes
By Shaw James Hazen

TCI’s 5th EXPO Scores High

Our Trees in Winter: The Invisible Performance
By Fred Morgan

February 1995
Taking to the Skies – Helicopters play major role in Oakland Hills firestorm cleanup
By Shaw James Hazen

Washington in Review
Congress Forms New Committees – Understanding changes can aid arborist in monitoring legislation
By Brian Barnard

What You Need on a Spray Rig
By Paul Wolfe

Industry Innovations
Fishing Pole Technique
By Peter Thomas and Glenn Riggs

Management Exchange
Credit, Creditability and Your Banker
By Joseph Arkin

March 1995
Recycling in ‘95
By Peter Gerstenberger

Washington in Review
NAA and OSHA Meet – NAA obtains clarification for tree work near overhead conductors
By Brian Barnard

Management Exchange
Interviewing Job Applicants – Some questions are legal, some aren’t
By Joseph Arkin

Arborist Innovations
The Picker-Upper
By Tony Holway

Site-Related Problems – Diagnosis is often a matter of proper questioning
By Scott Guiser

Steps to Return-To-Work
By Stephen W. Campbell

From the Field
Job Number One
By Jay Townsend

April 1995
Arborist & Wires: 1995
By Peter Gerstenberger

Management Exchange
How Are You Doing? – Ratios can help you understand your year-end financial statements
By Susan B. Haupt

Washington in Review
Is regulatory Relief Ahead? – House proposal would stall federal regulation on businesses
By Brian Barnard

Benefits of Trees to Go On-Line

Communities Slash Tree Budgets

Arborist Innovations
A New Climbing Technique
By Jeff Jepson

From the Field
A Small Price to Pay – Timely maintenance could have prevented a near tragedy
By Raymond C. Matz Jr.
May 1995
Roots and Mycorrhizae
By Donald Marx

Management Exchange
Make Meetings Count
By E. Leil Lowndes

Washington in Review
Rule-making Changes Proposed
By Brian Barnard

New Roots – Elementary students in Kansas lead campaign to transplant pin oaks

From the Field
Aunt Ruth’s Trees
By Duke Raymond

June 1995
Allowing Trees to Be Great!

Management Exchange
Hiring the Right Person – Fifty great questions to ask prospective employees
By Richard G. Ensman Jr.

ArborGames – Intensive training in modern arborist techniques
By Peter Gerstenberger

Arborist Innovations
Setting Lines with Bow & Arrow
By Shaw James Hazen

From the Field
Working the Night Shift
By Will Pittenger

July 1995
Arboriculture Goes to War
By Donald Blair

Washington in Review
DOT Looks At New Definitions – Commercial Motor vehicles get a second look
By Brian Barnard

Pruning Standard Completed
By Tim A. Johnson and Brian Barnard
Management Exchange
How to Make a Complaint
By Richard G. Ensman Jr.

Arborist Innovations
A Simple Expedient
By Bobby Loree

Teamwork and Loss Control
By Keith Sheriff

From the Field
When Life Gives You Lemons … Make Lemonade
By Jim Cortese

August 1995
It’s Jamboree Season
By Donald Blair

Washington in Review
OSHA Reform Picks Up Steam
By Brian Barnard

Management Exchange
Stop Call Reluctance
By Richard G. Ensman Jr.

Study Focuses on Ectomycorrhizal Fungi
By Dr. Donald H. Marx, Marvin D. Pettway, Roger D. Mellick

Arborist Innovations
Keeping History Alive

From the Field
Vacation Day
By Bob Gillespie

September 1995
Formal Trees: A theory on the development of trees’ natural shapes
By Christian O. Curry

Washington in Review
OSHA May Cut Fines
By Brian Barnard

What It Takes to Be the Best
By Hal Becker, Ph.D.
TGRs: The Next Generation
By Peter Gerstenberger

Management Exchange
How to Control Drug Abuse

Arborist Innovations
Do-It-Yourself Cover

From the Field
Our Biggest Challenge yet
By Wayne Ringlaben

October 1995
Arboriculture: A Look back
By Donald Blair

Management Exchange
How to Build Media Relations
By Carol Brzozowski-Gardner

Washington in Review
Alcohol Test Starts in January – All drivers holding CDL to be tested
By Brian Barnard

Beware the Line Tree
By Randall S. Stamen

Arborist Innovations
When Lightning Strikes
By Pete Thomas and Glenn Riggs Jr.

From the Field
A Day with an Owl Chick
By Gary Grisko

November 1995
Arboriculture: A Look to The Future
By Donald Blair

Washington in Review
The New OSHA
By Brian Barnard

Optimize Your Hispanic Work force
By Rachel E. Mendoza

Habits of a Top Salesperson
By Hal Becker

Management Exchange
Building a Collection Policy
By Chris Fisher and Harriet Wright

ArborNet – The Arborist directory to the internet

From the Field
Of Squirrels and Men
By James Shannon

December 1995
What to Ask … When You Buy
By Peter Gerstenberger with George Tyler and Tom Duffy

Washington in Review
OSHA Eyes Tree Services
By Brian Barnard

Management Exchange
Quick! Think On Your Feet
By Richard G. Ensman Jr.

From the Field
My Nicest Job
By David Spier

January 1996
Oklahoma City Memorial – Tree grove stands as a testimony to the human spirit

Washington in Review
Clinton Signs Highway Bill – New las sets up pilot program o grant exemptions from a variety of regulations.
By Brian Barnard

Meet Sharon Lilly – President-elect of ISA shares her thoughts

Aerial Rescue
By Robert Phillips

Management Exchange
Thirty Days to A New You
By Richard G. Ensman Jr.

From the Field
Fifty Bucks, Fifty Bucks
By P.J. Winstead
February 1996
How Trees Survive
By Dr. Alex L. Shigo

Fax Survey: The Status of Labor in the Green Industry

Washington in Review
Immigration Reform Heats Up
By Brian Barnard

Management Exchange
A Primer on ESOPs
By Phillip M. Perry

Dealing with Emotional Problems in the Workplace
By Dr. Ferne Cherne

Arborist Initiates Mobil Chipper
By Stacia Goodman

Arborist Innovations
Two Ideas to Improve Efficiency
By Shaw Hazen

From the Field
The Woodman’s Sports Quiz
By Jack Connelly

March 1996
A Professional Understands Dose
By Dr. Alex L. Shigo

Deregulation – What if means to you and me

Management Exchange
The Secrets of Power Negotiating
By Roger Dawson

After the Storm – “In fair weather, prepare for foul”
By Peter Gerstenberger

Arborist Insurance Program from ITT Hartford

How Flat a Tax?
By Les Kozaczek
Eight Steps to Return to Work
By Stephen W. Campbell

Washington in Review
OSHA Struggles
By Brian Barnard

From the Field
Don’t Shoot the Messenger
By Rob Springer

April 1996
Rewarding Excellence in Arboriculture
By Les Kozaczek

Fresh Approaches to Sales and Marketing
By Richard Proudfoot

Management Exchange
Do You Have All the Tools You Need?
By Howard L. Eckel

How Trees Grow
By Dr. William Chaney

Washington in Review
Congress Considers Cleaning up Product Liability Laws
By Brian Barnard

Arborist Innovations
Horsing Around in New Hampshire
By Dan Tremblay

From the Field
How to Get Repeat Customers
By L. Julian

May 1996
The Arborist’s Role in Tree Preservation
By Nelda Methany and James R. Clark

Safety
Safety is No Accident
By Peter Gerstenberger with Les Kozaczek

Good Deeds Create Media Coverage
Management Exchange
“Bookkeeper Accused of Embezzlement”
Standard Hand Signals for Controlling Crane Operations

By Susan B. Haupt

Washington in Review
Unreasonable Regulations
By Brian Barnard

Arborists & Wildlife – the Decision is Yours
By Fran Lambert

From the Field
Revenge of the Landscape Architect – Or, An arborists Sense of Humor
By Marty O’Brien

June 1996
Tree Autopsy – Reading the Tree’s Log
By Dr. Alex L. Shigo

Regulations
Understanding Federal Regulations

A Proposed Sexual Harassment Policy

A Grove for Gulf War Vets

Management Exchange
Combating Employee Absenteeism – What really works
By Richard G. Ensman

Standards/Practices
ANSI Committees Meet

Arborist Innovations
Slide Past Utility Lines
By Les Kozaczek

Arbor Day Festivities A Rousing Success
By Mark Garvin

From the Field
An Underestimated Tree
By Michael S. Henning

July 1996
In Search of Tomorrow’s Technology – research at F.A. Bartlett and Davey expand the realm of aboricultural knowledge
By Les Kozaczek
Persuasion & Influence
Blowing Up the Military Model of Leadership
By Randall Stutman

Washington in Review
Changing the Rules – Regulatory relief for small businesses is on the way.
By Mark Garvin

Live Demonstrations at TCI EXPO ‘96

Diagnosis Treatment
Honing Your Diagnostic Techniques
By Tim Johnson

Herbicide Damage?
By J.B. Ingram

Twenty Minutes May Be all it Takes – Tailgate Safety
By Robert Felix

Management Exchange
Fleet Safety: Why Bother? – Set up an accident control program for Motor Vehicle fleets
By Billy R. Boguski

Honoring Excellence in Arboriculture – Marriott’s Grande Ocean Resort

From the Field
Aerial Rescue Training Saves a Life
By Jim Meloy

August 1996
Tree Fertilization
By Dr. Elton Smith

The Real Story on Nitrogen
By Roger Mellick

Washington in Review
Congress Giveth … and Taketh Away
By Mark Garvin

Software Solutions
Effective Use of Computers in Tree Care
By Les Kozaczek

Management Exchange
Managing With Your Financial Statements – Examining the basic financial aspects of the tree care business
By Arthur Batson

Urban Forestry
A Clear-Cut Solution to an Urban Tree Problem
By Steve Sandfort, Steve Brash and Julie Rimer

Exhibitor List EXPO ‘96

September 1996
Why Wait Decades for a Finished Landscape? – Moving big trees with ease
By Mark Garvin

American Legend Will Return - Morton Arboretum dedicates trees to the city of Macomb and Western Illinois University

Arborist Equipment
Arborist Self-Preservation – A guide to personal protective equipment
By Don Blair

Management Exchange
Angry Customers – a step-by-step guide to turning things around
By Richard Ensman

The Team approach to Landscape Appraisals
By Lew Bloch

Chain Saws/Accessories
Arborist Chain Saws: Models the Fit Your Needs

Arborist Innovations
Equipment Adapted for New Uses
By Neil F. Mitchell

From the Field
Climbing Trees, Knocking Knees
By Gary L. Grisko

October 1996
Troubles in the Rhizosphere
By Dr. Alex L. Shigo

Management Exchange
Stressing Safety First

Arborists’ Trucks
The Critical Role of Trucks in Arborists’ Daily Success
Safe Truck Operation Saves Lives and Money

Where have all the Good People Gone? – Innovative strategies for finding and hiring employees
By Peter Sortwell

Jamboree ‘96

Washington in Review
Regulatory Compliance: Working Near Wires
By Jim Allard & Ed Johnson

Arborist Innovations
Time to Take a New Look at Bracing
By Mark Garvin

From the Field
Even Routine Jobs Require Extra Care
By Stephen J. Peacock

November 1996
A Touch of Chemistry
By Dr. Alex L. Shigo

Safety
The Safety Mind-Set and the Color Code of Awareness
By Donald F. Blair
By Keith Sheriff

Communications Equipment
Hello, Is Anyone Listening?
By Les Kozaczek

Washington in Review
OSHA Inspection Program on Hold
By Mark Garvin

Recycling Markets
Marketing Mulch (and Chips)
By Mark Garvin

Council Corner
Methods of Appraisal for Trees
By Ellis Allen

Management Exchange
Charitable Giving - Making it work for your business
Arborist Innovations
Innovative Thinking Pays Off
By Steven G. Pregler

From the Field
Extracting a Tree
By Fred Burns

December 1996
Effective Shrub Pruning
By Perry Crawford

Public Relations
Cultivating a Positive Public Image
By Les Kozarzek

Washington in Review
OSHA Targets Ergonomics
By Mark Garvin

Finance
How Do you Finance Your Tree Care Operation?
By Joe Skodo

Arborist Innovations
Recycled Roots
By Marty O’ Brien

Management Exchange
New and Improved S Corporation Tax Benefits
By Mark E. Battersby

Urban Forestry
Helping Cities Save the Green
By Cheryl Kollin

From the Field
Making the Right Decision
By David Anderson

January 1997
Arboriculture in the 21st Century
By Dr. Alex Shigo

Management Exchange
Leasing Benefits Galore
By Mark E. Battersby

**Arborist Innovations**
“Secure” Hitch for Stumpers (and other equipment)
By Shaw James Hazen

**Training/Education**
High School Students: The Industry’s Great Untapped Resource
By Les Kozaczek

**February 1997**
Treating the Whole Plant
By Mark Garvin

**Management Exchange**
How to Find the Best Person for the Job
By Joseph Arkin

**Picture the Damage**
Color images on CD-Rom show herbicide damage symptoms on ornamentals
By Michael Dana

**Wood Processing Equipment**

**Business Technology**
Making the Most of a Common Ordinary Machine People Use To End Routine (Computer) in Tree Care Businesses
By Peter Hannan

Using the PC in Data Collection from the Field to the Office
By Donna Garner

**Washington in Review**
Ergonomics Controversy Returns Again … and again … and again.
By Ameliia Reinert

**From the Field**
Different Dangers – Sometimes, it’s the little things that present the gravest risks
By Simon Jones

**March 1997**
Arboriculture on Campus
By Mark Garvin

Enhancing Fleet Safety
By Billy Boguski

**The ANSI Forum**
A300 Standard
By Peter Gerstenberger

Management Exchange
What is the Value of Your Business?
By Mark E. Battersby

Equipment & Techniques
This Way Up – Labor-saving devices and techniques for the tree climber

Washington in Review
A Busy Year Ahead – A variety of issues important to the tree care industry will require renewed scrutiny in 1997.
By Ameilia Reinert

Funding CTLA
By R.W. Harris, CTLA Chair

April 1997
How to Land Commercial Clients
By Phil Nilsson

Arborist Innovations
Leave No Trace– Removing trees in residential areas requires care and maneuverability. Sometimes, land-clearing equipment just won’t do.
By Mark Garvin

Strategies for Reducing Soil Compaction
By Tom Smiley

Risk Assessment Guidelines for Hazard Trees – an easy-to-use field guide
By Ed Hayes

Washington in Review
Can’t Make a Mistake That Could Cost You Your Business
By Ameilia Reinert

Management Exchange
Marketing Ideas That Can Help Your business Grow
By Bryan Milling

May 1997
Responding to Changing Needs – Specialty rope products replace one size fits all
By Keith Regan

Washington in Review
Close OSHA?
By Ameilia Reinert
Council Corner
Can Foresters Help CTLA?
By William M. Steigerwaldt

**Total Customer Service** – the secret to sales profits and happiness in the world of business.
By Wayne Outlaw

**A Step-by-Step Guide to Pruning**
By Robert Rouse

**Management Exchange**
Telemarketing: A Low-Cost Way to Boost Profits
By Richard Ensman

**The Third Annual Excellence in Arboriculture Awards Program**

**It Takes a Village … To Save a Tree**
By Mark Garvin

**How to Grow a Chair**
By Sachin Mohan

**From the Field**
An Invaluable, mature Bur Oak is Loved to Death
By Mark Stennes

**June 1997**
The Path Ahead for Right-Of-Way Vegetation Maintenance
By Robert Rouse

**Advanced Rigging**
Be sure to Secure
By Mark Chisholm

**Washington in Review**
OSHA Questionaire
By Ameilia Reinert

**Book Review**
The Other Worlds of Rope
By Robert Rouse

**The ANSI Forum**
A Guide to the A300 Pruning Performance Standards
By Donald F. Blair

**Effective Loss Management**
Management Exchange
In Love and in Business: The Pluses and Pitfalls of Couples in Tree Care
By Mark E. Battersby

Communicating is Job 1
By Dr. Daniel J. Canary

From the Field
Anatomy of a Fall
By Tim Bushnell

July 1997
OSHA and Tree Care: A View from Inside and Outside the Agency
By Ameilia Reinert

Management Exchange
Negotiate Discounts and Payment Terms Successfully
By Mark E. Battersby

The ABC’s of Total Loss Control for the Tree Care Industry
By George J. Klinger

Washington in Review
The Perils of Personnel – Not all regulations govern field work
By Ameilia Reinert

Rehabilitation Through Arboriculture
By Colles Stowell

Strive for Excellence

Council Corner
The Location Factor
By Dick Gooding

Dick Proudfoot, President National Arborist Association

Attack of the Asian Long-Horned Beetle
By Mark Garvin

Dirr’s New Photo Library Brings Woody Landscape Plants to Your Computer
By Robert Rouse

From the Field
One Rope per Fork, Please!
By Michael S. Henning
August 1997
A300: A New Era of Understanding
By Peter Gerstenberger

Developing Tools for Recruiting and Retaining Minority Workers
By Tina Terrell

The Eleven Step Program to Excellence
By Vic Osteen

Washington in Review
Opponents Blocking OSHA Reform
By Ameilia Reinert

Management Exchange
Working with Young Employees – Understanding the next generation is essential to keeping and maximizing the efforts of newest employees.
By Richard Ensman

Come On Up! – Recreational tree climbing is gaining in popularity. Will the activity boost the profession?
By Sachin Mohan

From the Field
Beware the Hungry Grizzly?

September 1997
Planning to Save Trees Before and During Construction
By Robert Rouse

When Turf Meets Trees

Council Corner
Available Publications
By Lew Bloch

Washington in Review
OSHA Still Doesn’t Get It
By Ameilia Reinert

Technology and the Arborist
By Sachin Mohan

Management Exchange
Projecting you Best Image through Publicity and Advertising
By Bill West
NAA Forum
Excellence: the property of being excellent, eminently good

From the Field
Ozone Alert – recognize the warning signs of ozone damage

October 1997
Treating the Whole Tree
By Dr. Bruce R. Fraedrich

Branch Office
Finally, Some Good News on Health Care

Return of the Elm
By Sachin Mohan

Chipping in for the Environment – Private industry is at the forefront. Mountains of Municipal Mulch
By Mark Garvin

Washington in Review
Congress Returns from Recess
By Ameilia Reinert

Education and Training
Determination and Skill Lift Teacher to New Heights
Melissa Castonguay

Management Exchange
Build Goodwill and Build Your Future
By Richard Ensman

NAA Forum
NAA’s New Executive Directory Sets the Agenda

Your Trade Show Treasure Map – Make the most of your trip to TCI EXPO ’97 in Columbus
By Phillip M. Perry

From the Field
One Honest Mistake!
By Emery Dunn

November 1997
Rigging .. the Crossline Speedline
By Donald F. Blair

The Guide for Plant Appraisal
By Ellis Allen
Touching Trees with Dr. Alex Shigo
By Robert Rouse

How to Interview Winners
By Susan A. Friedmann

Personal Financial Planning – Where you end up in life depends on when you start the race
By Bill Wilde

Dealing with Hazard Trees
By Scott Prophett

Management Exchange
Dealing with Price Competition – How to win the battle against low-ball bidders
By Wayne Outlaw

Training for Safe and Competent Use of Chippers
By Paul Hanson

The Value of Streetscape Trees
By Matthew Petitjean, H. Dennis P. Ryan, David V. Blomiarz

Washington in Review
Reform Takes a Back Seat to Politics
By Amelia Reinert

Back to Basics: Time-Tested Chain Saw Techniques Ensure Safety

Chain Saw Safety
Minimize Fatigue, Maximize Safety
By Mark Michaels

NAA Forum
The Future of Tree Care – Dedication ceremony looks ahead while nohoring accomplishment of Bob Felix

From the Field
Pleasing All of the People?
By Steve Sandfort

December 1997
Should I Buy a … Stump grinder, Chipper, aerial Lift …?
By Howard L. Eckel

Washington in Review
A Safety Culture at Work Accomplishes More Than an OSHA Inspector
Footwear for Arborists
By Donald F. Blair

NAA Forum
Grab Your Cameras! – as the new year approaches, it is time to look ahead.

PPEMA, CARB, VOC – Air pollution and two-stroke engines don’t mix in California
By Colles Stowell

Branch Office
Where did all the Employees Go?

California City Bids Farewell to its Beloved “Grandpa”
By Joseph Daniel McCool

From the Field
The Right Equipment Saves Time
By Mick Cottam